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Total Nonfarm Employment

% change year ago

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; Regions Bank Economics Division
Total Private Sector Employment

% change year ago

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; Moody's Analytics; Regions Bank Economics Division
Manufacturing Employment
% change year ago

United States  (Sep-23: 0.6%)
East                (Sep-23: 0.9%)
Mid-America   (Sep-23: 2.0%)
South              (Sep-23: 1.5%)

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; Moody's Analytics; Regions Bank Economics Division
Office-Based Employment

% change year ago

United States  (Sep-23: 0.8%)
East                (Sep-23: 1.4%)
Mid-America   (Sep-23: 1.6%)
South              (Sep-23: 1.3%)

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; Moody's Analytics; Regions Bank Economics Division
Unemployment Rate, %

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; Moody's Analytics; Regions Bank Economics Division
Personal Income Excluding Transfer Payments
% change year ago

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis; Moody's Analytics; Regions Bank Economics Division
United States (Sep-23: 4.5%)
East (Sep-23: 5.3%)
Mid-America (Sep-23: 3.8%)
South (Sep-23: 3.5%)

Sources: CoreLogic; Regions Bank Economics Division
Uses OMB-1803 delineations

Several MSA’s have missing data under the OMB-1804 delineations

Excludes these MSA’s because they have no data between 2015 and 2021

Dalton, GA
Morristown, TN
Jefferson City, MO

Total Housing Permits
12-mo moving sum, relative to average rate between Jan 2000 and Dec 2002

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau; Regions Bank Economics Division